The first observations of waves at harmonics higher than the second of the electron plasma frequency are reported. The observations were made by the ISEE 1 spacecraft upstream of the earth's bow shock. The waves are interpreted as electromagnetic radiation at the fundamental and up to the fifth harmonic of the plasma frequency, with effective temperatures decreasing from 5 x 10 2? K to 10 TM K over this range. Two models for the emission of the waves are sketched.
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and these are converted into electromagnetic waves with little change in frequency. Both models imply high levels of ion sound waves in the source regions.
In section 2 the observational techniques and instrumental characteristics are reviewed briefly. Sweep frequency receiver (SFR) and electric spectrum analyzer (ESA) data from the University of Iowa plasma wave instruments on ISEE 1 and 2 are presented in section 3, including SFR spectra and spectral density profiles, spin modulation patterns, and wavelength comparisons using the ISEE 1 and 2 instruments. The interpretation of the harmonic waves is discussed in section 4. It is argued that the harmonic waves cannot be explained as electrostatic thermal plasma noise [Couturier et al., 1981 , and references therein] or other electrostatic waves. The effective temperatures for the waves are then estimated assuming them to be electromagnetic. The two models for the generation of the harmonic waves are then described. The conclusions are summarized in section 5.
INSTRUMENTS AND OBSERVATIONAL TECHNIQUES
The University of Iowa plasma wave instruments on the ISEE 1 and ISEE 2 satellites have been described in detail by Gurnett et al. [1978] . The following brief summary will suiTice us here. We shall be concerned with sweep frequency receiver (SFR; ISEE 1 only) and electric field spectrum analyzer (ESA; both ISEE 1 and ISEE 2) data. The SFR has 128 logarithmically spaced channels in four bands covering the range 100 Hz to 400 kHz with a typical frequency resolution of 6.5%. The channel bandwidths in the 6.69-49.9 kHz and 53.5-399 kHz bands are 450 Hz and 3.6 kHz, respectively. Each channel is sampled in turn (within its band) once every 32 s. The ISEE 1 ESA has twenty channels covering the range 5.62 Hz to 311 kHz, with four channels per frequency decade, and frequency bandwidths of + 7.5% above 10 kHz. Two separate sampling systems are in operation' in the rapid sample (RS) system the channels are stepped through in 16 s steps with eight samples per second in low data rate mode, and 32 samples per second in high data rate mode. In the common sampling (CS) system, all cha•nnels are sampled simultaneously once per second in low data rate mode and four times per second in high data rate mode. The ISEE 2 ESA is identical except that the highest frequency channel is 31.1 kHz.
The SFR data are used here to calculate frequency ratios, bandwidths and spectral densities. ESA data are used in two ways: (1) to demonstrate spin modulation and propagation effects close to the plasma frequency when RS or CS high bit rate data are available, as well as to find source direction angles, and (2) 
Sweep Frequency Receiver Data
Figures 1 to 4 show SFR observations of waves at multiples of the plasma frequency. A list of times at which waves at multiples of the plasma frequency are observed is given in Table 1 . These waves may be observed in all three upstream regions: the electron and ion foreshocks (magnetically connected to the bow shock), and the solar wind (not connected magnetically to the bow shock). The upstream regions are identified using the plasma waves observed locally by the spacecraft: the electron foreshock is characterized by intense emissions near the plasma frequency; the ion foreshock is characterized by weaker plasma frequency waves and intense ion acoustic waves between 1 and 10 kHz; while the solar Table 2 for the whole interval. The columns L2/L1, etc., give the fre- quency ratios of the lines L2 and L1. Lines are numbered from low frequencies to high frequencies starting from the local plasma frequency. In Table 2 , the symbols "plus" and "plus- The most plausible interpretation is that the lines that start at 2100 and continue after 2120 are due to electromagnetic radiation generated at multiples of the plasma frequency in the plasma that the 'spacecraft enters at 2120. Moreover, the third, fourth and fifth harmonic lines characteristic of the 2100-2120 interval are observed after 2120 in the solar wind plasma, again implying the simultaneous presence of harmonics of the plasma frequency for two different plasmas, consistent with an electromagnetic interpretation for the waves. In conclusion, these data provide strong evidence that the waves are freely propagating electromagnetic radiation, rather than locally generated electrostatic waves. A further inference is that "plasma emission" is occurring simultaneously in more than one source location.
The fundamental shows some sudden brightenings, for example, between 2152 and 2154, possibly due to scattering or intrinsic brightenings of an electromagnetic fundamental, or possibly due to the presence of Langmuir waves during a brief excursion into the electron foreshock. Another possible interpretation is that electromagnetic waves just above the plasma frequency were converted into Langmuir waves by density inhomogeneities (the inverse process to the "direct emission" process in solar radio burst theory [see Melrose, 1980b] Table 5 . The third harmonic radiation here is broad- V 2 m-2 Hz-•) than the other events presented here.
Note that the density jump across the bow shock is close to 4 (M. F. Thomsen, personal communication, 1984) , and thus that the plasma frequency behind the shock is approximately twice the upstream plasma frequency. This coincidence might lead one to suggest that the region behind the shock is the source of the harmonic radiation. However, these are two arguments against this suggestion: first, the discrete nature of the upstream waves differs qualitatively from the broadband waves behind the shock; and second, there is a 10 kHz difference between the second harmonic wave frequency upstream and the lowest frequency waves downstream.
Arguments Against the Harmonic Waves Being Instrumental Responses
There are four arguments against the harmonic waves being instrumental responses to either a fundamental or second harmonic input.
1. The primary argument involves spin modulation patterns (Figures 5, 6 , and 8): although the fundamental waves have highly irregular, even spiky, spin patterns, the harmonic waves typically show smooth, directional spin modulation patterns with the nulls and peaks occurring at different spin angles for each harmonic. These results are in contrast to instrumental responses: one expects an irregular fundamental input to produce irregular harmonics with peaks and nulls at the same spin angles as the input, and for a second harmonic input to produce smooth even harmonic waves with peaks and nulls at the same spin angles as the input. Also, a second harmonic input should produce no odd harmonic responses. 4. The final argument is derived from prelaunch spacecraft-integration calibration tests for the SFR and ESA involving sine wave inputs on the antenna, showing that a distorted (non-sine wave) input would be necessary to produce the observed harmonics. Firstly, consider harmonics generated in the SFR itself. Unfortunately the SFR test data are at input levels higher than the observed fundamental wave levels; however, the data should give upper limits for filter harmonic generation. Table 6 shows harmonic frequency channel voltages as percentage distortions in decibels (10% ---20 dB, 1% = -40 dB, etc.). Notice that the second and third harmonics are down by at least 40 and 60 dB, respectively, on the driving signal amplitude (which is of order 10 to 100 times the observed fundamental wave level). Extrapolating these results to a driving signal with the observed fundamental channel voltage implies second and third harmonic spectral densities of order 10 -4 and 10 -6, respectively, of the fundamental's spectral density. Comparison with Figures lb-4b shows that the observed harmonic spectral densities exceed these extrapolated instrumental spectral densities by factors of order 100 and 1000, respectively. Moreover, notice that the 31.1 kHz tests show fourth and fifth harmonics more than 80 dB down from the driving signal, and that only a nonharmonic signal at 108 kHz 50 dB from the driving signal exists. Furthermore, the SFR data show no responses at odd halfmultiples of the driving frequency, so that the possibility of the fundamental and harmonic waves being instrumental responses due to a second harmonic sine wave input is ruled out. Consequently, these tests can explain none of the harmonics identified from the SFR data in section 3.1.
The second series of test data shows ESA levels for sine wave inputs at various amplitudes, centered at SFR channel frequencies. In Table 7 we compare these levels with observa- These tests do not, however, preclude the harmonic waves being instrumental responses to the typically irregular fundamental input; however, the first three arguments render this possibility extremely unlikely.
Spin Modulation Data
There are several requirements for obtaining useful spin modulation data: (1) the waves must be within the frequency bandwidths of the ESA channels, (2) the instrument should be in the high bit rate mode if RS (rapid sample) data are not available, and ( Table 8 . In conclusion, the sunward shift of the third harmonic source is most probably due to the influence of solar radiation, and not due to the third and higher harmonics having source regions distinct from the fundamental and second harmonic source regions.
Wavelength Comparisons
The 
Theoretical Difficulties With an Electrostatic Wave Interpretation
The two electrostatic wave interpretations allowed by the observation of the harmonic waves in all three upstream regions are' the observed waves are (1) thermal plasma waves (2) waves generated locally or maintained despite Landau damping by a free energy source in some unusual feature common to the particle distributions in the three upstream regions. These electrostatic interpretations encounter severe difficulties, as now explained. munications, 1984). Thus, it is unlikely that the harmonic waves can be electrostatic waves generated or maintained by some free energy source in the upstream particle distributions.
3. The simultaneous presence of local plasma frequency harmonics and harmonics of the plasma frequency subsequently encountered on day 275, 1979 (Figure la) , implies the propagation of harmonic waves from their source regions. If the waves were generated locally, the thermal noise interpretation is ruled out immediately, and it is implausible that explanation 2 can explain the 6 kHz inferred difference in plasma frequency for the two sets of waves. The simultaneous presence for 20 min of the two sets of waves until the passing of the spacecraft into the second plasma frequency region implies propagation of the waves for minutes. This implied rate of Landau damping of electrostatic waves with high wave numbers is 7 '• 10-9-10-6•p, which is implausibly low.
The fourth difficulty is relevant to the interpretation in terms of electrostatic thermal plasma noise: there are no resonances for electrostatic waves at multiples of the plasma frequency (see Figures 1 to 3 of Couturier et al. [1981] ). Hence, the harmonic waves cannot be interpreted directly in terms of longitudinal thermal plasma noise.
In conclusion, an attempt to interpret the harmonic waves 2.0fL It must be emphasized that the problem of antenna responses near the plasma frequency is one which needs further theoretical scrutiny, and thus that the estimates of the effective temperatures are subject to some uncertainty. Little further information on these barely detectable waves can be expected from the present wave instruments. Further investigation of these waves is highly desirable, but this may have to wait for a future spacecraft mission which has instruments specifically designed to study these waves.
